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100
Whole scrap tires are collected and processed to tire shreds

l

200

Plastic milk cartons and other recycled plastic materials are
collected and ground to required size.

l

300

Tire shreds and recycled plastic materials are mixed in a

mixer/batching machine.

l
Tire shreds and recycled plastic materials are transferred
into individual batchers to obtain mold material.

1
Mold is deposited by Weight into compression mold

400

500

corresponding to a given product

l

600

Compression molds arc shuttled to compression presses and
pressed for a period oftime.

1
Compression molds arc shuttled out of press and
product/parts are removed from the molds.

l
Parts are assembled on a conveyor assembly line usingjigs and

700

800

mechanical applicators to inject epoxy at points of contact.

l
Pallets are cured for 48 hours before shipping to customers.
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110
Whole tires are debeaded using a debeading machine to
remove high tinsel bead wire from sidewall.

l

115

Whole tires are shredded using ashredding machine to
reduce whole tires to about a two by two (2 X 2) square inch

shred.

i
120

Tire shreds are processed through a secondary shredder and
clasi?ed to reduce the shreds to one by one (1 x 1) square

inch shred

¢
125

Tire shreds are fed into one or more granulators to further

reduce tire shred size to tire chips.

V
Tire chips are processed through a magnetic cross belt
separator to remove steel from rubber.

l

Tire chips are processed through a screener/aspirator to
separate ?ber from rubber and screen tire chips to required

size.

L

Tire chips are conveyed through a secondary granulator and
classi?er.

Tire chips are processed through one or more sifter discharge
screw conveyors to provide ?nal sizing and sifting and to
discharge measured crumb.

Tire crumbs undergo lab analyizing to insure quality and
consistency of material.
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310
Tire shreds and recyled plastic materials are mixed.

Mixture of tire shreds and plastic materials are heated to
approximately 325 degrees Farenheit.

l
Epoxy is added to mixture of tire shreds and plastic material to
coat all surfaces.

FIG. 3
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PALLET AND PROCESS FOR MAKING
THEREOF

FIG. 1 is a high level How chart shoWing one embodiment

of the process of the present invention for manufacturing

products of the present invention;
This application is a continuation-in-part of application

FIG. 2 is a How chart shoWing one step of the process of

Ser. No. 08/326,926 ?led on Mar. 15, 1995, noW abandoned

FIG. 1;

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to a commercial
product and a process for making the same. More
speci?cally, the present invention relates to a process and

product manufactured from recycled materials.

FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing a one step of the process

of FIG. 1; and

The present invention is a commercial product made from
Whole tires and plastic material and a process for manufac

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The bene?ts of recycling certain commercial products is
Well knoWn. For example, the recycling of plastic bottles
and aluminum cans has become common place. The recy

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

10

turing the same Which is one embodiment is that of a a
15

commercial pallet (not shoWn). The pallet may be used for
storing and transporting items. The pallet generally com
prises recycled tire shreds made from Whole tires Wherein

cling of these product protects the environment as Well as

the tire shreds are substantially free from Wire and ?ber. The

conserves energy.

HoWever, there are commercial products Which are not

pallet further comprises plastic shreds made from plastic

recycled. One such product is that of the automobile tire.

products. The pallet further comprises an epoxy mixture to
bind the tire and plastic shreds into a mold material.
FIGS. 1—3 shoW one embodiment of the process of the

With the increased use of automobiles and other equipment,
the amount of tires used and then discarded approaches
astronomical levels. In the past years, tires have for example
been buried in land?lls along With other Waste products. In
recent years, hoWever, there is has been a need to develop
other more environmental friendly process to dispose of
scrap tires. In this regard, processes have been developed to
incinerate the tires to thereby recover oil compounds from
the rubber. Such processes, hoWever, have met With some
resistance in that the incineration process itself is not com

25

patible With the environment.
One object of the present invention is to develop a
commercial product made from scrap tires and a process for
manufacturing the same.
SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

35

The present invention is a commercial product made from
Whole tires and plastic material and a process for manufac
turing the same. In one embodiment, the product is that of

present invention for making the commercial product or
pallet. Referring to FIG. 1, Wherein a high level block
diagram shoW the process of the invention. As shoWn by
block 100, the process of the present invention generally
comprises the ?rst step of collecting Whole scrap tires and
processing the same into usable tire shreds. As shoWn by
block 200, the next step of the process is to collect plastic
products and processing the same into usable plastic shreds.
As shoWn by block 300, the next step of the process is to mix
the tire and plastic shreds in a large mixer/batching machine.
As shoWn by block 400, the next step of the process is to
move the tire and plastic shred mixture into individual
batchers Where mixture is mixed and epoxy is added to coat

all surfaces. As shoWn by block 500, the next step of the
process is to deposit the mold material by Weight into
specialty compression mold. As shoWn by block 600, the
next step of the process is to transport the molds into the

a commercial pallet used for storing and transporting items
Which is made from a combination of recycled tire shreds

specialty compression presses Where the molds are pressed
for a period of time. As shoWn by block 700, the next step

and recycled plastic particles. In one embodiment, the pallet
comprises a plurality of recycled tire shreds having different
surface areas, a plurality of recycled plastic particles having

remove the parts from the molds. As shoWn by block 800,

different surface areas, and a bonding agent coated about

conveyor assembly line. As shoWn by block 900, the next

substantially all of the surfaces of the recycled tire shreds

of the process is to remove the molds from the press and

the next step of the process is to assemble the product on a
45

and the recycled plastic particles. In operation, the combi
nation of the recycled tire shreds having different surface

Referring to FIG. 2, Wherein a high level block diagram
describes step 100 of collecting Whole scrap tires and
processing the same into usable tire shreds. As shoWn by

areas, the recycled plastic particles having different surface
and the bonding agent results in a stronger and durable
pallet. The present invention is also a process for manufac
turing a pallet from a combination of recycled tire shreds and
recycled plastic particles Which in one embodiment com
prises the steps of creating a mixture of a plurality of
different siZed recycled tie shreds and a plurality of recycled

plastic particles, adding a bonding agent to said mixture to
thereby coat all surfaces of the different siZed recycled tire
shreds and the different siZed recycled plastic particles;
transferring said mixture after said bonding agent has been

block 110, the ?rst step is to debead Whole tires to remove

high tinsel bead Wire from the sideWall of the tire. This step

may be accomplished by using debeading machines.
As shoWn by block 115, the next step is to shred the Whole
55

tires into pieces having dimensions of approximately tWo
inches by tWo inches. This step may be accomplished by
using a shredding machine.
As shoWn by block 120, the next step is to process the tWo
inch by tWo inch shreds through a secondary shredder and

added into one or more molds Which correspond to the

classi?er to reduce the tire shreds to a dimension of one inch

pallet, applying heat and pressure to said mixture Within the
mold for a predetermined period of time, and curing the
mixture after said step of heating and applying pressure.

by on inch.
As shoWn by block 125, the next step is to feed the tire
shreds into granulators to further reduce the shred siZe into

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The folloWing detailed description of the invention Will be
better understood With reference to the accompanying draW
ings in which:

step of the process is to alloW the pallets to cure before
shipping to customers.

tire chips.
65

As shoWn by block 130, the next step is to process the tire
chips through a magnetic cross belt separator to remove steel
from rubber.
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As shown by block 135, the next step is to process the tire
chips through a screener/aspirator to separate the ?ber from
the rubber and to screen the tire chips to the required siZe.
As shoWn by block 140, the next step is to process the tire

Recycling of Stamford, Tex. free of any Wires. The recycled
plastic ?akes are available from licensed plastic recyclers
such as Orion Paci?c Plastic Recyclers of Midland, Tex. The

bonding agent is preferably 100% solids and VOC (volatile
organic compound) free and is available from Copps
Industries, Inc., 10600 N. Industrial Drive, Mequon, Wis.
The foregoing description is intended primarily for pur

chips through a secondary granulator and classi?er to form
tire crumbs.
As shoWn by block 140, the next step is to process the tire
chips through a series of sifter discharge screW conveyors to

provide ?nal siZing and sifting to discharge a measured tire
10

crumb.

As shoWn by block 145, the ?nal step is to inspect the tire

crumbs using analyZing equipment to insure quality and
consistency of the material.
Referring to FIG. 2, Wherein a high level block diagram
describes step 300 of mixing the tire and plastic shreds in a
large mixer/batching machine. As shoWn by block 310, the
tire shreds and plastic shreds are mixed. As shoWn by block
315, the tire and plastic shred mixture is heated to about 325
degree Fahrenheit. As shoWn by block 320, an epoxy based
material is added to the tire and plastic shred mixture to
thereby form a molding material.
The pallet is preferably made from a combination of a
plurality of different siZed recycled tire shreds and a plurality
of different siZed recycled plastic ?akes. Use of different

15

poses of illustration. This invention may be embodied in
other forms or carried out in other Ways Without departing
from the spirit or scope of the invention. Modi?cations and
variations still falling Within the spirit or the scope of the
invention Will be readily apparent to those of skill in the art.
What is claimed is:
1. A pallet made from a combination of recycled tire

shreds and recycled plastic particles, the pallet comprising:
a) a plurality of recycled tire shreds having different
surface areas;

b) a plurality of recycled plastic ?akes having different
surface areas; and

c) a bonding agent coated about substantially all of said
surfaces of said recycled tire shreds and said recycled

20

plastic ?akes,
Whereby the combination of said recycled tire shreds
having different surface areas, and said recycled
plastic ?akes having different surface areas alloW
said bonding agent to effectively cover substantially

25

siZed tire shreds in combination With the use of different

all of the surface areas of the recycled tire shreds and
the surface areas of the recycled plastic ?akes to
form a pallet having a high mass density and lack of

siZed recycled plastic ?akes alloW a bonding agent to be
used to effectively cover all of the surface area of the

recycled tire shreds and recycled plastic ?akes. The result is
a pallet having a high mass density and lack of voids Which

voids thereby providing a strong and durable pallet.
2. The pallet of claim 1, Wherein said recycled tire shred

30

thereby provides a strong and durable pallet. FolloWing are
various compositions of the tire shreds, plastic ?akes and
bonding agent and the molding process used to construct the
pallet of the present invention:

comprise:
a) 35% of recycled tire shreds having about a % square
inch surface area;

Relative Weight

Relative Weight

Relative Weight

Relative Weight

%

%

%

%

35%
20%
20%
10%
15%

50%
30%
10%
10%
0%

50%
30%
20%
0%
0%

60%
40%
0%
0%
0%

60%
40%

50%
50%

70%
30%

80%
20%

Combination of Re

cycled Tire Shred
Size

% inch
V2 inch
‘A inch
10/30 mesh crumb
Tire Buf?ngs From
Retreads
Combination of Re

cycled HDPE Flake
Size

‘A inch
‘A; inch

Recyled
Recyled

HDPE

Industrial

Tire Shred

Flakes

Epoxy

(Weight %)

(Weight %)

(Weight %)

70%
75%
75%
80%
65%

12%
8%
15%
8%
20%

18%
17%
10%
12%
15%

Molding Time
Temperature

350
350
400
400
375

Pressure

W/Pressure

Cure Time

(PSI)

(Min)

(Hours)

120
120
140
140
120

12
12
10
8
10

168
168
168
168
168
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The tire shreds are available from licensed scrap tire
recycling ?rms void of any Wire or steel such as E.R.R.I.

b) 20% of recycled tire shreds having about a 1/2 square
inch surface area;
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(c) transferring said mixture after said bonding agent has

c) 10% of recycled tire shreds having about a 1A square
inch surface area;

been added into one or more molds Which correspond

to the pallet;

d) 20% of recycled tire shreds having about a 10/30 square
inch surface area; and

(d) applying heat and pressure to said mixture Within the
mold for a predetermined period of time; and

e) 15% of recycled tire buffering.
3. The pallet of claim 2, Wherein said recycled plastic

(e) curing the mixture after said step of heating and
applying pressure, Whereby the combination of said

particles comprise:
a) 60% ?ake HDPE of 1A square inch siZe; and
b) 40% ?ake HDPE of Vs square inch siZe.

recycled tire shreds having different surface areas and
10

4. A process for manufacturing a pallet from a combina

tion of recycled tire shreds and recycled plastic particles, the
process comprising the steps of:
(a) creating a mixture of a plurality of different siZed
recycled tire shreds and a plurality of different siZed

recycled plastic ?akes; and
(b) adding a bonding agent to said mixture to thereby coat
all surfaces of said different siZed recycled tire shreds

and said different siZed recycled plastic ?akes;

15

said recycled plastic ?akes having different surface
areas alloW said bonding agent to effectively cover
substantially all of the surface areas of the recycled tire
shreds and the surface areas of the recycled plastic
?akes to form a pallet having a high mass density and
lack of voids thereby forming a strong and durable

pallet.

